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Antecedents of Effective Decision Making: A Cognitive Approach  
 
Abstract 
Decision-making effectiveness has been associated with how well managers adapt their 
cognitive style to task requirements. In this paper, theories regarding decision-making under 
uncertainty and the use of judgment and intuition are reviewed and integrated. Cognitive 
Continuum Theory (CCT), positing a one-dimensional continuum of cognitive styles anchored 
by intuition and analysis, is extended: Four fundamental decision styles are identified and 
evaluated for their relative effectiveness under various task conditions. Propositions are 
developed with respect to the relationships between decision task characteristics and the 
likelihood of using two cognitive systems, and with respect to potential moderators of decision-
making effectiveness. The propositions are integrated into a comprehensive theoretical model. 
Major contributions of the study are a conceptual clarification of the distinctions between 
intuition, heuristics and bounded rationality on the one hand, and the assessment of the scope of 
various cognitive styles as well as the identification of moderators of their effectiveness on the 
other. Research implications and some suggestions for managerial practice are provided.  
 
Descriptors: decision-making, uncertainty, intuition, cognitive continuum theory, sensemaking 
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Daß alle unsere Erkenntnis mit der Erfahrung anfange, daran ist gar kein 
Zweifeli.  (Immanuel Kant, Kritik der Reinen Vernunft, p.27) 
Introduction 
The performance of business processes is considered to be positively and strongly correlated 
with the effectiveness of associated managerial decision-making (Galbraith 1973; Galbraith 
1974; March 1999; Penrose 1995). Currently, rapid technological change, turbulence, and great 
uncertainty in most organizations’ micro- and macro-environments create increasingly 
challenging working conditions for decision-makers. Decisions must often be made under 
considerable time pressure (Payne et al. 1990; Simon 1997), and in highly complex and 
ambiguous situations (Weick 2001), where either a lack or an affluence of information prevails 
and great uncertainty exists about future states of the world. Still, managers and other 
professional decision-makers are not supposed to simply throw dice or postpone decisions 
indefinitely (Bazerman 2001; Hammond 1996). They must respond fast and appropriately to 
what knowledge is available to them at a certain point in time (Wagner and Sternberg 1986), 
making intelligent use of information and experience on the one hand, and of their cognitive 
skills on the other (Hammond 1996; Simon 1997).  
Previous research suggests that decision-makers principally deal with the aforementioned 
difficulties by adjusting their decision style to the requirements of the task (e.g. Agor 1986; 
Behling and Eckel 1991; Burke and Miller 1999; Harper 1988). Various decision styles have 
been identified in past research (Payne 1982; Payne 1976; Simon 1997), but little is 
theoretically known about the scope of particular styles, i.e. the range of situations where a style 
can be applied validly, or about the inherent effectiveness of particular decision styles under 
varying circumstances. Research is therefore urgently needed to investigate the following issue:  
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Which relationships exist between various characteristics of a decision task, the 
use of particular decision styles, and the resulting decision-making 
effectiveness?  
Three interrelated research questions have been formulated, in order to deal with the issue:  
1. Which fundamental cognitive processes underlie decision-making, and how is their 
relative use articulated in various managerial decision styles? 
2. How do various characteristics of the decision task influence a decision-maker’s 
propensity to use a particular decision style?   
3. Under which conditions do particular decision styles lead to effective decision-making?  
The remaining part of the paper is structured as follows. First, a preliminary theoretical 
framework is developed for the study. By means of a review of literature from different 
disciplines and fields, four fundamental decision styles, based on combinations of two cognitive 
modes are then identified. Propositions are formulated, with respect to the likelihood of 
decision-makers to use a particular style under specific conditions, and then with respect to the 
suitability of using fundamental cognitive processes under various task conditions. The 
resulting propositions are integrated in a comprehensive model and the paper will be concluded 
with theoretical and managerial implications and several suggestions for further research. 
Core Concepts 
Contemporary decision tasks are challenging. Decision situations are often characterized by an 
absence of crucial information, information overload, the absence of structure and great 
complexity. The skill with which managers succeed in dealing with these conditions will largely 
determine how well they maintain control over business processes. Since many managers work 
under significant time pressure, how well they can deal effectively with the challenges will 
substantially affect the competitive performance of the process they control. Effective decision-
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making, characteristics of the decision task, and decision styles are core constructs in the 
following argument. First, working definitions of these concepts will be proposed.  
Effective Decision Making 
The performance objectives of a business process, such as the precise relationships between 
input (human and financial resources) and output, are generally determined by matters external 
to that process. However, independent of what the precise objectives are, process performance – 
i.e. the extent to which managers in charge achieve or exceed the objectives - will be positively 
and strongly related to the effectiveness with which these managers make decisions. We define 
effective decision-making in such a way that, ceteris paribus, more effective decision-making in 
a probabilistic way leads to improved process performance. In the following, decision-making 
effectiveness is thus conceptualized as: 
the stochastic probability that a decision relating to the management of a 
process contributes positively to the performance of that process. 
Knowledge, Information and Effective Decision Making 
Decision-making is often defined as an act of information processing: the transformation of 
knowledge and information into managerial action (Galbraith 1974; March 1991; Weick 1979). 
The concept of a mental image of the decision problem helps to understand the relationship 
between effective decision-making on the one hand and the need for knowledge and 
information on the other. Decision-makers must have a reasonably accurate and complete 
mental image of a business process and its interfaces with the world, in order to be able to make 
decisions effectively, and exert control over the process. Managers will therefore attempt to 
improve their understanding of the situation by making use of external information and their 
experience, to make more effective decisions. The resulting improvements in the quality, scope 
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and detail of the mental image of the decision problem can be understood as increases in the 
utility of the knowledge a decision-maker possesses for executing decision tasks in the process, 
and thus as antecedents of more effective decision-making. The utility of knowledge is always 
and necessarily contextual, i.e. relative to the decision problem.  
The decision-making utility of knowledge is a state of a decision-maker, varying 
in level between two (theoretical) extremes. At one (purely theoretical) extreme 
we find a total absence of useful knowledge (useful for solving a specific 
decision problem), and at the other extreme, the (purely theoretical) possession 
of all potentially useful knowledge (useful for solving a specific decision 
problem). 
When decision-makers possess knowledge that is not useful for solving a decision problem, the 
probability that their decisions lead to increased process performance is based on pure chance. 
All other things equal, the greater the utility of the knowledge that decision-makers possess, the 
greater the probability that their decisions lead to increased control and improved process 
performance. Obviously, knowledge in itself is not a simple cumulative stock variable. The 
‘utility’ of knowledge, or its usefulness for solving a specific decision task, can be seen as such 
a variable.  
The Decision Task 
Decision tasks vary in many respects. We define the characteristics of the decision-task as: 
 aspects of the decision problem that can be distinguished, and through their 
variation affect the needs for various decision-making resources and 
approaches.  
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Decision Styles 
It has been argued that managers can adapt their decision style so that optimal use is made of 
information and experience, given particular task characteristics. Adapting their decision style 
managers intend to increase decision-making effectiveness (Brunswik 1952; Hammond et al. 
1987; Meehl 1996; Payne et al. 1990; Payne et al. 1988). In the following, the decision style is 
conceptualized as:  
the use of a particular blend of cognitive processes in order to transform 
information and experience into a course of action. 
In the following paragraphs, the theoretical relationships between characteristics of the decision 
task, decision style and decision-making effectiveness will be investigated. 
Underlying Use of Cognitive Systems: Four Fundamental Decision Styles 
Several managerial decision styles have been distinguished in the literature (Sauter 1999). 
Based upon Barnard’s (1938) distinction between logical and non-logical decision processes, 
Herbert Simon first distinguished two formally different ways of decision-making: a rational 
analytical and an intuitive style (Simon 1997; Simon 1987; Simon 1957). He related the first to 
the rational use of information and explicit reasoning, and the latter to the use of expertise and 
experience.  
Western epistemology, the theory of knowledge, has almost exclusively focused on explicit, 
rational analytical cognition and reasoning, inspired by Aristotle’s works on logic, and 
culminating in Descartes’ glorification of human reason and rational scienceii. Rational 
cognition is aimed at a symbolical representation of an objectively – or at least intersubjectively 
– knowable reality. For centuries, intuitive cognition – generally considered a more obscure, 
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primitive, subjective or even private form of intelligence, could not compete with the 
objectively valid and universally reproducible truths of rational cognition. In the twentieth 
century, however, and largely as a result of the work of Egon Brunswik and Paul Meehl in 
cognitive psychology (Brunswik 1952; Meehl 1996), Herbert Simon in management theory 
(Simon 1997; Simon 1987) and Kenneth Hammond (Hammond and Brehmer 1973; Hammond 
et al. 1987) in the social sciences, the phenomenon of intuitive intelligence has regained serious 
academic and practical interest (Agor 1984; Isaack 1978; Taggart and Robey 1981). Intuition 
was no longer universally seen as simply an inferior and more primitive form of cognition, but 
has actually been endowed with the potential of improving on, and supplementing, rational 
cognition, under circumstances that impede rational cognition and explicit reasoning, such as 
they occur for instance in strategic decision-making (Burke and Miller 1999; Eisenhardt and 
Tabrizi 1995; Khatri and Ng 2000). Evidence for the usefulness of intuitive cognition has, 
however, been largely anecdotal and there is a need for theoretical foundations for this potential. 
In psychology, the observation of two categorically different forms of cognitive activities has 
led scientists to posit the co-existence of two separate, but interactive, information-processing 
systems in the human brain, a rational and an experiential system (Denes-Raj and Epstein 1994; 
Epstein 1998; Epstein 1994; Epstein et al. 1992; Myers 2002). The two complementary systems 
appear to be used in parallel, whereas the relative extent to which each system is used could be 
said to reflect the cognitive style (Epstein 1998). Individual preferences for using one system 
over another have been viewed and subsequently investigated as a personality trait (Briggs-
Myers and McCaulley 1985; Jung 1971). Indications were found that the two cognitive systems 
are actually located in physically different parts of the human brain (Bechara et al. 1997), albeit 
not in the traditionally suggested left and right hemispheres (Simon 1987). The rational or 
analytical information processing system has been associated with articulate, symbolic, and 
explicit cause-and-effect reasoning. In contrast, the experiential system was associated with 
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tacit, implicit, synthetic and, more recently, with associationist (connectionist) cognitive 
activities. The idea that human cognition is at least partially based on associationist or 
connectionist processes gained in status after the discovery of the workings of neurons and 
neural networks (Churchland 1995; Dutta 1993). Some fundamental characteristics of the two 
cognitive systems are contrasted in Table 1. 
Please Insert Table 1 About Here 
The observation that in actual practice hybrid styles – combinations of rational and intuitive 
processing - are often used by managers, has then led to the development of Cognitive 
Continuum Theory (Hammond and Brehmer 1973), contending that decision styles can be 
positioned on a continuous scale anchored at one extreme in entirely rational cognition, and at 
the other extreme in purely intuitive cognition. Between the two extremes, different degrees of 
semi-rational cognition could be located (Hammond 2000). In Figure 1, the one-dimensional 
cognitive continuum is visualized.  
Please Insert Figure 1 About Here 
However, the representation of the cognitive continuum on a single dimension seems to imply 
that the style is exclusively determined by the relative use of the cognitive processes. The one-
dimensional scale does not allow for independent variations in the intensity of using the two 
information systems. It has however been observed that different levels of cognitive activity 
exist. The alleged existence of variation in the relative use of each system on the one hand and 
in the ‘intensity of use’ of each system on the other, leads us to propose a two dimensional 
conceptualization of the cognitive continuum. This is graphically represented in Figure 2, as a 
matrix with four quadrants.  
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Please Insert Figure 2 About Here 
Based upon deduction, and supported by observations of practicing decision-makers (cf. Van 
Riel and Lievens 2004), we thus propose to distinguish four basic decision styles, reflecting the 
four quadrants of the cognitive style matrix. We describe the styles in clockwise order, starting 
with rational analysis:  
1. First, a primarily rational style is characterized by the predominant use of the rational 
information processing system. This style is stepwise, calculative, critical and explicit. It 
is e.g. externalized in rule-based decision support systems.  
2. Second, a style characterized by a mix of relatively effortless analytical thinking and the 
use of experiential cognition of a limited scope can be observed. Common sense, and 
also heuristic or routine decision-making are practical examples of this style. It is 
appropriately characterized by the term ‘habit frozen into memory’.  
3. Furthermore, a predominantly intuitive style is distinguished, characterized by the 
almost exclusive and ‘intensive’ use of the experiential information processing system. 
This style is inherently uncritical, since the validity of insights is taken for granted. 
4. Finally, a combination or integration of effortful rational thinking and the intensive use 
of experiential cognition characterizes a fourth style. The term active sense making 
preliminarily refers to this style. The style is simultaneously critical, and creative. 
Decision-makers thus seem to have four basic decision styles at their disposition, based on the 
relative use of two fundamentally different cognitive information-processing systems. Rational 
analysis and intuition have been discussed extensively, but two considerably different hybrid 
styles have been identified, that require further clarification:  
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• The term ‘common sense’ is used to refer to what has often been called ‘quick and dirty’ 
cognition. Common sense inspired decision-making is characterized by a high degree of 
efficiency and effectiveness under most common circumstances. It is used in cases of 
relatively limited complexity and substance, and in cases where little or no in-depth 
justification is required. The use of heuristics, cognitive shortcuts, and routine are all 
related forms of common sense inspired decision-making: common sense decision-
makers generally assume a relatively uncritical, uncreative and conformist attitude. 
Common sense seems to work best in situations that are characterized by a relatively 
high degree of regularity. Decision-makers use new information very selectively and 
rely on the validity of previous experience, with relatively little effort. The validity of 
judgments based on common sense is always indirect and often based upon external 
authority. 
• The term ‘active sense making’ refers to what takes place when decision-makers 
combine intense rational analysis with a great openness to intuitive insights. The 
decision-maker may put much effort into either reconciling his private or subjective 
intuitive insights with what is objectively known, or indeed into externalizing private 
knowledge. Therefore it seems that this mode can be genuinely synthetic or creative in 
nature: It has the potential of producing really new insights, a power that has 
traditionally - and seemingly erroneously - been attributed to intuition alone (Bowers et 
al. 1990). It seems, therefore, that only active sense making, precisely in its combination 
of logical analysis and intuitive insights, is authentically creative (Goldberg 1983; Kuhn 
1996; Prietula and Simon 1989), even visionary (Agor 1986). Anecdotal evidence points 
at the use and suitability of this style under very challenging conditions that require 
limited justification of separate steps, and much creativity, and where the decision-
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maker is held accountable for the process as a whole rather than for individual decisions 
or motivations.  
The Relationship between Task Characteristics and the Use of Cognitive Systems  
In studies of management decision-making, the relative use of the respective cognitive systems 
has been posited to reflect the requirements of the task to which a decision-maker is exposed. It 
has also been proposed that an optimal match exists between requirements and decision style 
(Payne 1997; Payne et al. 1990; Shapiro and Spence 1997; Spence and Brucks 1997). In order 
to address the question with respect to the decision-maker’s choice or proneness of using 
different styles under various conditions, a better understanding must be developed of how 
information is processed in the different styles on the one hand, and what kind of information is 
processed on the other. 
Managers transform information or knowledge into action through their decisions (March 
1991). The core cognitive activity involved in the decision-making process is thus productively 
conceptualized as a ‘transformation process’ of a ‘cognitive input’ into a ‘cognitive output’, 
which drives subsequent managerial action. First, existing knowledge will be reviewed with 
respect to the nature of intuitive and rational cognitive transformation processes and of their 
respective output.  
The Rational Transformation Process 
The rational process has been used as a preferred example for most epistemological theories and 
has thus been studied extensively and described in innumerable places. Hence, we will focus on 
those aspects that distinguish rational analytical cognition most clearly from intuition. Rational 
thinking, or reasoning, is generally thought of as an explicit and sequential process that can be 
controlled and reproduced by the thinker and by any other person ‘accepting the rules of logic’. 
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The development of rational knowledge is deductive and analytical. The decision-maker 
follows a series of predetermined and communicable steps that transform given external or 
internal (Kahneman et al. 1982) information according to these rules of logic. Reasoning is thus 
seen as the processing of selected cognitive content, using the logic of causality: an intentional, 
constructive, rule-based and conscious activity. The building blocks of analytical or rational 
knowledge are pieces of information or judgments. Rational thinking provides the manager with 
high cognitive control and high awareness, but is typically slow and can require intense 
structuring efforts from the decision-maker, depending on the complexity of the problem to be 
solved. Rational decision-making therefore occurs in steps and allows the decision-maker to 
break up the problem, and if necessary, to distribute the parts over several experts. The effects 
of emotions, which are typically the result of individual experience, can be filtered out or 
neutralized in rational thinking, which makes the process more objective. Rational processing 
can be controlled in terms of its ‘intensity’. The decision-maker can determine into how much 
detail he or she will go.  
The utility of rationally obtained knowledge can be increased by reorganizing existing 
knowledge, the integration of extra (internal or external) information or a combination, and is 
based upon logical deduction. Rational output again takes the form of judgments or knowledge 
that can be analyzed into their logical components, and has a high degree of internal validity. 
The meaning of rational judgment is or can be communicated, shared and justified with the 
same arguments used to arrive at the output. The decision-maker has control over the degree of 
detail. Rational output is always partial, necessarily incomplete. External validity of rational 
output must and can only be obtained through empirical testing.  
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The Intuitive Transformation Process 
It has been observed by many decision-makers that intuitive cognition, contrary to rational 
activity, produces solutions in their entirety and instantaneously (Bowers et al. 1990). A 
complete solution emerges as it were in the mind of the individual decision-maker. The person 
experiencing intuition suddenly sees how something could be done (Parikh et al. 1994; 
Vaughan 1990). It is often reported that intuitive decision-makers have genuine problems 
articulating their preference of one alternative solution over another (Morris 1967), or how they 
arrived at that preference (Khatri and Ng 2000; Shapiro and Spence 1997; Simon 1997; 
Vaughan 1990). They also cannot exert cognitive control over the intuitive process, e.g. by 
breaking up the decision problem in parts. At the same time, no control appears to be exerted 
over the ‘intensity’ or comprehensiveness of the process, although decision-makers can 
suppress or allow their intuitive insights. The intuitive process occurs non- or subconsciously 
(Bastick 1982; Rowan 1989), and is provoked rather than actively used. Possibly as a result of 
this, it appears to be fast and not to require much effort (Bowers et al. 1990; Burke and Miller 
1999; Hammond et al. 1987; Shirley and Langan-Fox 1996). When confronted with a problem, 
individuals often have a feeling almost instantaneously of what the right solution could be. 
Intuition is therefore often compared to perceptual functions such as ‘seeing’ or ‘recognizing’ a 
truth. Another important observation is that intuitive cognition is inductive (Agor 1984; 
Westcott 1968), integrating or connecting distributed knowledge, or experience originating 
from different domains of reality (Kuo 1998) and from different internal or external sensory 
organs (Weick 1985). It is therefore also called ‘behavioral’ (McCall Jr. and Kaplan 1990). The 
intuitive process is contrasted with rational cognition in Table 2.  
Please Insert Table 2 About Here 
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Most authors stress that output from the intuitive system is self-evident (Epstein 1998; Shirley 
and Langan-Fox 1996; Vaughan 1990). Intuitive decision-makers simply ‘know’ the outcome 
and intuitive cognition inspires great confidence to the person experiencing the intuition 
(Bowers et al. 1990; Hammond et al. 1987; Shapiro and Spence 1997; Simon 1987). However, 
intuitive knowledge seems to be the result of a highly individual process, both in terms of inputs 
and of processing (or associating), and it is therefore difficult to justify and validate intuitive 
insights publicly, in an objective or even intersubjective sense (Molloy and Schwenk 1995). As 
a result, it is generally not possible to demonstrate the validity of intuitive knowledge in a 
similar way as the validity of rational knowledge can be demonstrated. Based upon the 
characteristics of the intuitive cognitive process a number of possible functions for pure 
intuitive cognition have been established. These functions are listed in Table 3. 
Please Insert Table 3 About Here 
Task Related Antecedents of Decision-Maker Preference for a Cognitive Mode 
Characteristics of the decision task and their relationship with the relative use of the two 
information-processing systems can now be discussed. Hammond et al. (1987) distinguish 
between task characteristics inducing the use of the analytical system and characteristics 
inducing the use of the intuitive system, but their one dimensional conceptualization of the 
cognitive continuum does not allow them to posit independent effects of task characteristics on 
the relative use of the two systems. The following decision task characteristics, generally not 
occurring in isolation, have been identified in managerial decision-making literature: the 
availability of information, problem complexity (Weick 1990), problem structuredness 
(Mintzberg et al. 1976), the extent to which solving a problem requires the use of practical skills 
or tacit knowledge from the decision-maker (Wagner 1987; Wagner and Sternberg 1986; 
Wagner and Sternberg 1987), time pressure and the extent to which a rational justification of 
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decisions is required (Van Riel and Lievens 2004). Each of these characteristics will be 
discussed in the following. 
Availability of Information 
First, decision tasks vary in terms of the relative availability of explicit data and information. 
Since strictly rational decision-making requires accurate and well structured information 
(Schoemaker 1982), the extent to which rational analysis can lead to effective decision-making 
will vary with the relative availability and quality of information. Newly acquired information 
can immediately be integrated with existing explicit knowledge and processing more explicit 
information will lead to more useful knowledge. Based on previous research we therefore 
contend that a positive relationship will exist between the amount of relevant information 
available to decision-makers and the likelihood of making decisions rationally.  
P1: There will be a positive relationship between the amount of information available to the 
decision-maker and the extent to which decision-makers are likely to make use of rational 
analysis to increase useful knowledge. 
It has been argued, that in situations where complete, accurate and timely information is 
lacking, a shift could occur towards the use of intuitive cognition (Harper 1988). Past 
experience could work as a substitute for explicit information, arguably the only substitute we 
have, and thus fill the ‘gaps’. Although intuition may be the only source of knowledge in a 
situation where information is completely lacking, it is not obvious that intuition is necessarily 
less likely to be used in situations where much information is available. Even in an information 
rich environment, specific information could still be missing, and intuition could be used to fill 
these gaps. The likelihood of using intuitive cognition appears to be independent of information 
availability in general.  
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The Role of Tacit Knowledge 
Second, decision tasks differ in terms of the extent to which tacit or implicit knowledge plays a 
role (Polanyi 1969; Polanyi 1962; Polanyi 1966). For example, in the case of new service 
development, managers build up a feeling for customer requirements over time. The skill to 
take customer requirements into account when developing a new service is largely tacit. The 
effectiveness of decision-making can thus decrease when existing tacit knowledge is ignored. It 
has been proposed that decision-makers access accumulated tacit, or non-articulate knowledge 
through their intuition. We thus expect: 
P2: There will be a positive relationship between the perceived importance of tacit knowledge 
to the solution of a decision problem and the extent to which decision-makers are likely to use 
their intuition to increase knowledge utility. 
As a consequence of its nature, tacit knowledge cannot be easily or rapidly articulated and will 
therefore be largely neglected in rational analysis. We expect that there will not be a 
relationship between the perceived importance of tacit knowledge to the solution of a decision 
problem and the extent to which a decision-maker is likely to use rational analysis to increase 
knowledge utility. 
Structuredness of the Task 
Third, decision tasks vary with respect to what is called the structuredness of the decision 
context (e.g. Mintzberg et al. 1976). Rational analytical processing requires a well-structured 
decision problem. When the problem appears clearly structured to decision-makers, they can 
make rational calculations. We thus expect: 
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P3: There will be a positive relationship between the perceived structuredness of the decision 
context and the extent to which a decision-maker is likely to use rational analysis to increase 
knowledge utility. 
In many cases, for example in strategic decision-making, problems are ill structured. Ill 
structured problems are characterized by a high degree of uncertainty about the actual situation, 
about the desired situation or about the way to get there, or a combination. Since rational 
analysis is unsuitable for ill-structured problems, and intuition seems to deal with the context in 
a more holistic way not requiring a great degree of problem structuredness, we expect:  
P4: There will be a negative relationship between the perceived structuredness of the decision 
problem and the extent to which decision-makers are likely to use their intuition to increase 
knowledge utility. 
Complexity 
Furthermore, task conditions vary with respect to the complexity of the decision context and the 
problems that are to be dealt with by the manager. Problem complexity could be abstractly 
described by the number of cues or issues that play a role in a decision problem (Hammond et 
al. 1987). As a consequence of the physical constitution of our brains, rational decision-makers 
experience considerable difficulty in dealing with complexity. Great complexity requires great 
processing effort from the decision-maker, which can be a scarce resource under conditions of 
time pressure. We therefore expect:  
P5: There will be a positive relationship between the perceived complexity of the decision 
problem and the extent to which a decision-maker is likely to make use of rational analysis to 
increase knowledge utility.  
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Expertise has been characterized as the ability to reduce complexity (Blattberg and Hoch 1990; 
Simon 1987). The intuitive process, making use of expertise, seems more effective than rational 
processing in task environments characterized by high levels of complexity. We expect: 
P6: There will be a positive relationship between the perceived complexity of the decision 
problem and the extent to which decision-makers are likely to use their intuition to increase 
knowledge utility. 
Time Pressure 
Time pressure not only hinders the time-intensive rational decision process, but also reduces the 
amount of high quality information that can be gathered by the decision-maker, we expect: 
P7: There will be a negative relationship between perceived time pressure and the extent to 
which the decision-maker is likely to use rational analysis to increase knowledge utility. 
We do not expect there to be a relationship between perceived time pressure and the extent to 
which decision-makers are likely to use their intuition to increase knowledge utility.  
Need for Justification 
Another aspect of the decision situation is the extent to which decision-makers owe a rational 
justification for individual decisions to superiors (Van Riel and Lievens 2004). Since rational 
justifications can be produced easily when the decision is made rationally, it is expected that: 
P8: There will be a positive relationship between perceived need for justification of individual 
decisions, and the extent to which the decision-maker is likely to use rational analysis to 
increase knowledge utility. 
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Intuitive decision-making is less effortful and may therefore be more attractive to decision-
makers when there is little need for justification: 
P9: There will be a negative relationship between perceived need for justification of individual 
decisions and the extent to which the decision-maker is likely to use intuition to increase 
knowledge utility.  
Scope of the Cognitive Systems 
Output and transformation of the two information-processing systems have been discussed in 
the previous paragraphs. In this paragraph differences in scope, and corresponding limitations 
with respect to the valid use of the two cognitive systems will be inferred from differences in 
the nature of the respective input.  
Factors Moderating the Validity of Rational Analysis 
Which factors moderate the effectiveness of rational processing in creating or increasing the 
utility of knowledge? In existing literature about bounded rationality in managerial decision-
making, but also in epistemology, a number of moderators have been identified. The input of 
any rational or logically based information processing system, be it human or electronic, must 
consist of articulate arguments with well-defined semantics (Wittgenstein 1953), built on 
informational components, each reflecting facts or observations (Wittgenstein 1922). The input 
of the rational system is formal and explicit, and expressed in a more or less symbolic language. 
The actor of the transformation process is required to select the inputs of the rational process. 
As a result, the author of the process also has control over, and responsibility for, the selection 
of (finite) input. Since the human information processing capacity is limited, the decision-maker 
can and must deliberately include certain information and exclude other (Simon 1997). The 
decision-maker must also consciously assign weights or values to each fact, reflecting relative 
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importance and meaning and is therefore prone to bias (Kahneman et al. 1982). What is actually 
selected as an input of rational processing is therefore dependent on the extent to which the 
decision-maker is able to make sense out of the situation (March 1997; Weick 1995). This 
brings in a dimension of bounded rationality. Values and weights are generally discussed and 
established in agreement with the dominant logic of the company (Bettis and Prahalad 1995; 
Grant 1988; Prahalad and Bettis 1986). Summarizing these arguments, we expect: 
P10: The extent to which a decision-maker will be able to increase knowledge utility by making 
use of rational analysis will be moderated by various bounds imposed on the rationality of the 
decision-maker.  
Factors Moderating the Validity of Intuition 
The intuitive process differs substantially from rational analysis with respect to its input. An 
important characteristic of intuitive cognition is that, whatever the origin of the knowledge, at 
the moment the intuitive insight occurs to the decision-maker, its input is sourced internally 
rather than externally. With respect to the origin of this knowledge, intuitive insight is often said 
to reflect individual expertise (Kuo 1998; Simon 1997) and to be based on individual 
experiences (Weick 1985). As a result it can be expected that: 
P11a: The extent to which a decision-maker will be able to increase knowledge utility by 
making use of intuitive cognition will be moderated by the presence of valid individual 
experience or expertise in the mind of the decision-maker.  
What can be considered valid experiential knowledge or expertise? Since the intuitive decision-
maker relies on past experience and tacit learning, the experientially acquired knowledge will be 
as domain-specific or non-specific (Kuo 1998; Simon 1987) and as reliable as the experiences 
of the individual decision-maker (Isenberg 1984). Therefore: 
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P11b: There will be a positive relationship between the extent to which the area of expertise, or 
the domain within which the decision-maker acquired experience, match the decision-problem, 
and the validity of experientially gathered knowledge.  
An important input of intuition consists of implicit or tacit knowledge, or skills (Polanyi 1969), 
resulting from extensive experience (Agor 1986; Brockmann and Simmonds 1997; Isenberg 
1984; Perkins and Rao 1990; Rowan 1989; Seebo 1993; Simon 1997; Wagner and Sternberg 
1987). Tacit knowledge is said to be stored in the form of condensed associative patterns in 
long-term memory. As a result of the way it is built up and stored in memory, intuition is stable 
and not easily disrupted. Updating of tacit memory, or the input to the intuitive process, does 
not seem to occur directly, but rather through repeated experiences of similar, but structurally 
changing patterns. As a result, the validity of experientially gathered knowledge will be 
inversely related to the speed of change in the area where the expertise is acquired. If the speed 
of change is considerable, the experientially gathered knowledge may rapidly become obsolete. 
Therefore it may be expected that: 
P11c: The extent to which a decision-maker will be able to increase knowledge utility by 
making use of intuitive cognition will be moderated by the amount of turbulence in a decision 
problem domain.   
Some authors stressed that original (and consistent) emotional components of the experience 
may play an important role in the (re-) production of intuitive knowledge (Bastick 1982; 
Epstein 1998), since the associative processes underlying intuitive knowledge production are 
holistic. The repeated experience of any type of pattern-like perception, external or internal, can 
contribute to the production of intuitive knowledge. Since emotional involvement is generally 
considered to affect the objectivity of the decision-maker’s judgment in a negative sense, we 
expect: 
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P11d: There will be an inverse relationship between the extent to which the decision-maker was 
emotionally involved while acquiring the experience, and the objective validity of the 
experientially gathered knowledge. 
Construction of a Theoretical Model 
Theorists and practicing decision-makers would probably agree that under most circumstances 
the use of both the intuitive system and the rational system could contribute to an increase of 
useful knowledge. Most decision-making therefore occurs as quasi-rational thinking (Hammond 
and Brehmer 1973). Quasi-rational thinking has been conceptualized as a combination of 
analytical and intuitive information processing (Shapiro and Spence 1997; Simon 1997). The 
likelihood of the decision-maker using each of the systems will depend on the task conditions, 
and the potential contribution to an increase in the utility of knowledge on the presence of 
moderators influencing the effectiveness of each of the cognitive mechanisms. In Figure 3 the 
theoretical model, integrating the propositions developed earlier, is summarized.  
Please Insert Figure 3 About Here 
Implications for the Scope of Decision Styles 
The identification of limitations to the decision-makers’ power to increase the decision-making 
utility of knowledge by using the cognitive systems under particular task conditions has 
implications for the scope of the four identified decision styles. Based on the above analysis, it 
can be concluded that the rational style is probably most effective under conditions where 
sufficient reliable information can be gathered about all important aspects of a decision 
problem, whereas the decision problem itself should also be substantially structured. The 
common-sense style will work under relatively stable and well-known conditions, or conditions 
that evolve along regular patterns and where decisions are less consequential. The intuitive style 
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will lead to effective decision-making under not too quickly or radically changing conditions 
where the decision-maker has much experience. The active sense making style could be 
effective where none of the other decision styles may lead to effective decisions: under very 
turbulent conditions, and as long as the decision-maker is self-critical, knowledgeable and 
experienced. 
Conclusion 
The purpose of this study was to relate decision styles with decision-making effectiveness and 
to develop coherent theoretical insight into potential benefits and liabilities of the use of 
different decision styles under various conditions. A thoughtful evaluation and recombination of 
existing theories in the fields of cognitive psychology and decision-making under uncertainty 
has provided a number of new insights, and led to the construction of a coherent theoretical 
model. First, it was proposed to view the two cognitive systems underlying all decision-making 
as independent and complementary. Thus the Cognitive Continuum Theory was reformulated, 
leading to a distinction of four fundamental decision styles. The proposed reformulation allows 
a theoretical distinction between substantially different forms of semi-rational decision-making: 
Strategic sense making on the one hand and the use of common sense and heuristics on the 
other. Furthermore, the likelihood of decision-makers using the two underlying cognitive 
systems was associated with various characteristics of decision tasks. Finally, propositions were 
formulated with respect to the factors affecting the effectiveness of different styles, based upon 
differences in the input of the information processing systems. The propositions were integrated 
in a comprehensive model. 
Managerial Implications 
Cautiously, and in anticipation of an empirical confirmation of the proposed model, managerial 
implications can be formulated in a number of areas. First, it can be argued that decision teams 
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at work under difficult conditions should be composed of decision-makers with different 
preferred styles, compensating for each other’s cognitive limitations. Second, based on an 
analysis of the task conditions, the needs for information and experience should be established. 
According to the identified needs, resources can subsequently be allocated to the acquisition of 
required information and expertise, and a suitable decision style can be chosen. Third, again 
based upon an analysis of the task conditions, the trade off between costs and benefits of 
rational justification of decisions should be evaluated. Finally, positive and negative effects of 
imposing or relieving time pressure on decision-makers can be evaluated. It should be noted, 
that the task conditions occurring during many business processes change dynamically. In some 
projects, e.g. an innovation project, an evolution will take place from a situation of little time 
pressure, but extreme ambiguity and uncertainty at the outset, to much lower levels of 
ambiguity and uncertainty, but very high levels of time pressure towards the end. The further 
decision-makers proceed in a project, the more information will become available, and 
problems will become more and more structured, implying that there will be a shift towards 
using more analysis. At the end of the process, it can be expected that most decisions will be 
made on a rational basis. It could be expected that especially at the start of an innovation 
project, expert managers might be more effective decision-makers, as long as they do not ignore 
informational cues. In view of our conceptual model, the validity of experientially gained 
knowledge will be highly dependent on the relative stability of the problem area and the efforts 
and ability of the decision-maker to keep up with changes in their field of expertise or 
experience. Furthermore, in the case that decision problems are ill structured, complex, 
inarticulate and accompanied by time pressure and a lack of data (e.g. at the outset of a new 
product development project), decision-makers could gain increased control by using active 
sensemaking. 
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A Research Agenda 
A range of issues requires further research. In the first place, the conceptual model that was 
developed should be operationalized. Reliable measurement instruments must be developed, 
allowing a quantification of the relations between constructs. Second, to confirm the proposed 
independence of the two cognitive systems, and to obtain insight in the relative effects of 
various antecedents and moderators on decision-making effectiveness, the model should be 
empirically validated and refined. Third, research into the information requirements and validity 
of the hybrid style of active sense making, which seems to play a pervasive role in dynamic and 
complex business environments, as well as in scientific and medical problem solving, is now of 
great importance. Fourth, various task characteristics have been identified and studied in many 
different research streams and research is needed to increase and systematize the existing 
knowledge. Interaction and/or hierarchical effects should also be investigated. Fifth, the 
outcome variables need to be carefully operationalized and measured. Finally, contingency 
approaches to the validity of this model in diverse cultural contexts appear to be of interest. 
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Figure 1: The Cognitive Continuum. Adapted from: Shanteau (1992) 
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Figure 2: The Cognitive Style Matrix 
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 Figure 3: Conceptual Model 
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Table 1: Two Cognitive Systems. Adapted from: Teglasi and Epstein (1998) 
Feature Experiential System Rational System 
Perspective Holistic Analytic 
Control Automatic, effortless Intentional, effortful 
Orientation Affective: pleasure-pain oriented (what feels good) Logical: reason oriented (what is sensible) 
Structure of 
knowledge 
Associationist connections Logical connections 
Effect on 
behavior 
Behavior mediated by “vibes” from past events Behavior mediated by conscious appraisal 
of events 
Form Encodes reality in concrete images, metaphors and 
narratives: subjective 
Objective representation of reality in 
abstract symbols: words and numbers 
Productivity More rapid processing: oriented toward immediate 
action 
Slower processing: oriented toward 
delayed action 
Adaptivity Slower and more resistant to change: changes with 
repetitive / intense experience 
Changes more rapidly and easily: changes 
with strength of argument 
Detail More crudely differentiated: broad generalization 
gradient, stereotypical thinking 
More highly differentiated 
Coherence of 
output 
More crudely integrated: dissociative, emotional 
complexes, context-specific processing 
More highly integrated: context-general 
principles 
Control Experienced passively and preconscious: we are 
seized by emotion 
Experienced actively and consciously: we 
are in control of our thoughts 
Validity Self-evidently valid: “experiencing is believing” Requires justification via logic and 
empirical evidence 
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Table 2: Contrasting Rational and Intuitive Processes. Source: Hammond et al. (1987) 
 Intuition Analysis 
Cognitive control Low High 
Rate of data processing Rapid Slow 
Conscious awareness Low High 
Organizing principle Weighted average Task specific 
Errors Normally distributed Few, but large 
Confidence in answer High  Low  
Confidence in method Low  High  
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Table 3: Functions of Intuition. Adapted from Goldberg (1983; 1990) 
Functions of 
Intuition 
Explanation Key Feature  
Intuitive discovery Goes beyond simply providing answer to certain problem 
but is an insight into the real nature of the dilemma. It is 
likely to suddenly occur when the mind is actually 
occupied with something other than the problem to which 
the intuition is related. 
Inductivity 
Creative intuition Generates new ideas and involves alternatives and 
possibilities rather than facts and provable information. 
Creativity, non-linearity 
Intuitive evaluation Leads to a feeling to prefer one alternative over the other 
and leads to a feeling of certitude that tentative conclusions 
are correct. 
Integration of affect 
Operative intuition Influences and prompts individuals’ actions without 
entering consciousness and gives a particular direction of 
action that is unexplainable. 
Tacit Knowledge, experience 
Intuitive prediction Deals with the unknown, under which circumstances 
rational analysis is ineffective. 
Synthesis, tacitness 
Intuitive illumination Transcends the other five functions of intuition and is 
associated with a higher form of knowing and resembles 
the more spiritual side of intuition. 
Holistic input 
 
                                                 
i  About (the fact that) that all knowledge starts from perceptions (experience), no doubt exists. 
ii Obviously, later philosophers, e.g. Kant and Wittgenstein, have critically delimited the possibilities of rational 
knowledge. 
